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Abstract 
Phononic crystal plates (PhPs) have promising application in manipulation of guided waves for 
design of low-loss acoustic devices and built-in acoustic metamaterial lenses in plate structures. 
The prominent feature of phononic crystals is the existence of frequency bandgaps over which the 
waves are stopped, or are resonated and guided within appropriate defects. Therefore, maximized 
bandgaps of PhPs are desirable to enhance their phononic controllability. Porous PhPs produced 
through the perforation of a uniform background plate, in which the porous interfaces act as strong 
reflectors of wave energy, are relatively easy to produce. However, the perforation profile of 
porous PhPs can be optimized in order to achieve widest bandgap properties through smallest 
feature sizes. The research in optimization of porous PhPs and experimental validation of achieved 
topologies has been very limited and particularly focused on bandgaps of flexural (asymmetric) 
wave modes. In this paper, porous PhPs are optimized through an efficient multiobjective genetic 
algorithm for widest complete bandgap of mixed fundamental guided wave modes (symmetric and 
asymmetric) and maximized stiffness. Selected optimized topologies from the stiff and compliant 
regimes of Pareto front are manufactured by water-jetting aluminum plate and their promising 
bandgap efficiency is experimentally observed. An optimized Pareto topology is also chosen and 
manufactured by laser cutting a Plexiglas (PMMA) plate, and its performance in self-collimation 
and focusing of guided waves is verified as compared to calculated dispersion properties. 
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1. Introduction 
Phononic crystals (PhCrs) are acoustic metamaterial lattices with promising capabilities in 
manipulating elastodynamic and acoustic waves. The fundamental characteristic of PhCrs is 
exponential attenuation of waves over frequency ranges known as bandgaps. Principally when the 
wave is subjected to periodic in-phase reflections from the heterogeneities introduced by 
consecutive unit-cells of the phononic lattice (i.e. Bragg reflection), then transmitted wave energy 
is highly attenuated. So the wavelength has to be smaller or in the order of lattice periodicity to be 
manipulated by the Bragg reflection. However, locally resonant features may exist which lead to 
opening/widening low-frequency bandgaps at their resonance frequencies through destructive 
local oscillations [1]. Although transmission of waves through PhCrs is banned over bandgap 
frequency range, defects may be designed in the phononic lattice to resonate and/or transmit wave 
energy along specified paths within bandgap frequency [2, 3]. Moreover, due to the strong 
heterogeneity of PhCrs around bandgap frequencies, the PhCr can function as a focusing or self-
collimating lens at particular frequencies above or below bandgap [4, 5].     
The features of irreducible cell of phononic lattice i.e. unit-cell define its bandgap efficiency. 
The acoustic impedance mismatch of constitutive materials and the shape and topology of unit-
cell are its key characteristics to be designed for desired efficiency. It is generally desired to have 
the widest bandgap at lowest frequency range so that phononic controllability of wave is enabled 
over wider frequency range through smallest feature sizes. Hence, for known unit-cell shape and 
constitution, the topology can be optimized in order to achieve maximum relative bandgap width 
(RBW), defined as bandgap width over mid-gap frequency.  
PhCrs can be designed for bandgaps of bulk waves, surface waves and also guided waves. 
PhCr plates (PhPs) which manipulate guided waves have great application in design of low-loss 
ultrasound devices (e.g. filters, resonators, and waveguides). Also PhPs are applicable in guided 
wave structural health monitoring for launching, steering and collecting wave beams for inspection 
purpose. One great approach in producing PhPs is to make periodic heterogeneities by through-
thickness perforation of a uniform background plate. The production of such single material PhP 
is relatively easy, and high contrast of solid background with vacuum- or air-filled porosities leads 
to a very high percentage of reflected wave energy at the interfaces (100% for vacuum-filled). The 
wave propagation characteristics of such periodically perforated plates and their application in 
steering of guided waves have been numerically and experimentally evaluated in the literature, 
e.g. [6-9].  
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As for optimization of PhCrs, most of preceding works in the literature have addressed the 
optimized topologies of 2D PhCrs for manipulation of in-plane and/or anti-plane bulk waves with 
respect to lattice periodicity plane (e.g. [10-13]) some of which addressed porous topologies [14, 
15]. Two other works reported optimized porous topologies for maximized RBW of asymmetric 
guided wave modes through genetic algorithm (GA) [16] and gradient based [17] approaches. The 
optimized topology of elastomeric PhPs for maximized deformation induced tunability under 
equibiaxial stretch was also studied by the authors [18] and wide switchable bandgaps were 
introduced with deformation induced opened/closed bandgap. 
It is noteworthy that when considering porous PhPs, the optimized topology with maximized 
RBW favors maximum isolation of scattering features leading to stronger interfacial reflections. 
Furthermore, lower effective stiffness of topology leads to lower modal frequencies and so lower 
bandgap frequency range. Consequently, the optimization problem converges to structurally 
unworthy topologies unless appropriate constraints are applied on the topology. Although, the 
minimum feature sizes of topology can be prescribed through an appropriate filtration approach 
like the work by Dong, Su [14], such constraint cannot ensure the optimality of stiffness of 
achieved topology.  
A robust approach was recently introduced by the authors [19], in which the effective in-plane 
stiffness of PhP was taken into account as a second objective to be maximized through a multi-
objective genetic algorithm. Relatively thin and thick unit-cells with aspect ratios (width to 
thicknesses) 10 and 2, respectively, were optimized for maximal RBW. Complete bandgap of 
guided waves, exclusive bandgap of asymmetric modes and exclusive bandgap of symmetric 
modes were obtained and computationally validated. A compliant material was considered as the 
void porous area for simplicity in evaluation of randomly generated topologies. 
In this paper, thin PhPs with an aspect ratio of 10 are optimized through an improved 
optimization algorithm for complete bandgaps of guided wave modes with mixed in-plane and 
anti-plane polarization (i.e. symmetric and asymmetric modes) and selected Pareto topologies are 
experimentally validated. Two optimized topologies are chosen from the stiff regime and the 
complaint regime of Pareto front and aluminum PhP specimens are produced by a water jetting 
machine. The transmission of excited signals from and to specific points of PhPs are measured by 
piezoelectric transducers and relevant spectra are verified as compared to calculated modal band 
structures. A third topology from the stiff regime of Pareto front is also selected and produced by 
laser cutting of a Plexiglas (PMMA) plate. The produced PMMA PhP is subjected to a tone-burst 
at particular central frequency above the bandgap which is expected to produce collimated 
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wavefronts as evidenced by its calculated flat equal frequency contour (EFC). The wavefront 
leaving the PhP section into the uniform area is scanned by the laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) 
and verified as compared with relevant EFCs.  
The layout of paper is as follows. The optimization objectives, constitutive equations, and 
implemented multiobjective optimization algorithm are first discussed. Then the obtained Pareto 
front and selected optimized PhP topologies are presented and explained. Finally, the produced 
PhP designs are presented and their experimental evaluation is discussed.   
2. Topology optimization of PhP 
Relatively thin 2D PhP unit-cell with an aspect ratio (width to thickness) of 𝑎/ℎ = 10 is 
considered and square symmetry is prescribed which leads to an orthotropic phononic lattice plate 
with in-plane symmetry. The required heterogeneity of PhP unit-cell is produced by through 
thickness perforation of background plate with specified pattern. The unit-cell is discretized by a 
32 × 32 resolution with 136 independent design variables. A binary design variable defines 
whether the relevant topology pixel is perforated (defined as 0) or not (defined as 1). Aluminum 
base material with elastic modulus  𝐸𝑠 = 70 GPa , Poisson’s ratio 𝜈𝑠 = 0.34 and density 𝜌𝑠 =
2700 kg/m3 is considered for the constitutive material of porous PhP. Then the optimum topology 
of PhP unit-cell is explored to achieve the following two objectives concurrently: 
1. Maximized complete RBW between lowest possible consecutive modal branches of plate 
waves (Section 2.1) 
2. Maximized effective in-plane stiffness (Section 2.2) 
Finite element method (FEM) is implemented through ANSYS APDL FEM solver (ANSYS® 
Academic Research, Release 16) for fitness evaluation of candidate topologies for both objectives. 
3D solid-shell elements SOLSH190 are used for analysis of relatively thin unit-cells of aspect ratio 
10. Topology optimization is basically performed by considering one layer of elements with the 
same 32 × 32 discretization as the topology. Then the optimized Pareto topologies are evaluated 
by increased in-plane mesh resolution of  96 × 96 and 6 element layers through the thickness.  
2.1. Modal band analysis of PhP unit-cell 
The Navier’s equation of equilibrium for elastodynamic wave propagation in the absence of 
external loads in assumed linearly elastic PhP with spatial heterogeneity is defined as [20]: 
∇(𝜆 + 𝜇)∇ ∙ 𝐮 + ∇. 𝜇∇ 𝐮 = 𝜌?̈?  (1) 
where 𝐮 = [𝑢 𝑣 𝑤]𝑇 is the displacement vector, 𝜆 and 𝜇 are the isotropic elastic Lame constants, 
𝜌 is the mass density and ∇ is the gradient operator over coordinate system 𝐱 = [𝑥 𝑦 𝑧] . Deriving 
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an analytical solution for this partial differential equation in a heterogeneous domain is a 
complicated and practically impossible procedure. Instead, a numerical solution of Eq.1 can be 
achieved through FEM by discretization of the heterogeneous domain into finite elements and 
applying equilibrium of momentum over the system [21]. The constitutive behavior of any finite 
element is basically determined by its representative nodes, and mapped over local coordinate 
system by corresponding shape functions. In brief, the FEM notation of Eq.1 takes the form: 
𝐮 = 𝐍𝐪 (2) 
𝐌?̈? + 𝐊𝐪 = 𝟎 (3) 
where 𝐍 is the matrix of shape functions, 𝐪 is the nodal displacement vector, and 𝐊 and 𝐌 are 
FEM stiffness and mass matrices, respectively.  
According to the Bloch-Floquet wave theory [22] the wave function in a perfectly periodic 
medium can be defined by harmonic modulation of a periodic function corresponding to the 
periodicity vector. So the wave function over time 𝑡 is: 
𝐮(𝐱, 𝑡) = ?̃?(𝐱)𝑒(𝑖𝐤∙𝐱−𝑖𝜔𝑡) (4) 
where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the circular temporal frequency,  𝐤 is the vector of circular spatial frequency 
(wave vector), 𝑖 = √−1  and ?̃?(𝑥) is the periodic function over lattice periodicity vector 𝐀: 
?̃?(𝐱) = ?̃?(𝐱 + 𝐀) (5) 
Consequently, the following relation can be achieved between displacements of opposing periodic 
boundaries for any unit-cell: 
𝐮(𝐱, 𝑡) = 𝐮(𝐱 + 𝐀, 𝑡)𝑒𝑖𝐤∙𝐀 (6) 
By applying the Bloch-Floquet wave function Eq.4 to Eq.3, the FEM equilibrium equation for any 
PhP unit-cell under Bloch-Floquet periodic boundary condition (Eq.6) as a subset of whole lattice 
structure is obtained: 
(−𝐌𝛚𝟐 + 𝐊(𝐤))𝐪 = 𝟎 (7) 
where stiffness matrix 𝐊 is a function of wave vector 𝐤 through periodic boundary condition 
(Eq.6).  Then the modal frequencies of unit-cell are calculated by eigenvalue analysis of Eq.7 for 
nontrivial solutions. For assumed 2D PhP with periodicity 𝑎 along x- and y- direction, the 2D 
lattice periodicity is 𝐀 = [𝑎  𝑎 ]
  and relevant wave vector for traction free plate unit-cell with finite 
thickness is  𝐤 = [𝑘𝑥 𝑘𝑦].  Due to the periodicity of Bloch-Floquet boundary condition, symmetry 
of topology and according to the common practice searching the border of irreducible Brillouin 
zone 𝐤 ∈ [0, 𝜋/𝑎]2 suffices for defining the modal band structure [12], triangle ΓΧΜ shown in 
Figure 1. In fact, in Eq.6 the wave number is prescribed by a phase delay between opposing 
boundaries. This causes all modes satisfying the same boundary values, but of course having 
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different wave numbers along the unit-cell width, to appear in the calculated modal band structure. 
Hence the modal band structure would be mirrored and repeated if larger wave vectors beyond 
Brillouin zone are applied. The Bloch-Floquet wave function can also be included in the 
constitutive stress-strain formulation of FEM to prescribe actual wave number and  calculate its 
exclusive modal branches through a semi-analytical FEM as done by Hedayatrasa, Abhary [23].  
Since the Bloch-Floquet condition Eq.6 is complex, following Aberg and Gudmundson [24] 
two superimposed meshes are considered in ANSYS FEM modeling to account for both real and 
imaginary terms of relevant displacement.  
 
Figure 1: Wave vector space and irreducible Brillouin zone of square symmetric 2D PhP with unit-cell 
size 𝑎 
By calculation of modal band structure over the 𝑛𝑘 discrete search points 𝐤𝑖 on the border of 
irreducible Brillouin zone, the first objective function to be maximized can be defined as: 
𝐹1 =
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖=1
𝑛𝑘 𝜔𝑗+1
2 (𝐤𝑖) − 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖=1
𝑛𝑘 𝜔𝑗
2(𝐤𝑖)
0.5 (𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖=1
𝑛𝑘 𝜔𝑗+1
2 (𝐤𝑖) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖=1
𝑛𝑘 𝜔𝑗
2(𝐤𝑖))
 (8) 
which is the bandgap width over mean value of gap between eigenvalues of consecutive modal 
branches j and j+1. The search for bandgap between different modal branches revealed that the 
lowest complete bandgap appears between modal branches j=6 and j+1=7.  
2.2. Computational homogenization of PhP unit-cell 
The second objective of optimization problem is to maximize the effective in-plane stiffness 
of the PhP unit-cell.  For this purpose, the effective strain energy compliance of unit-cell under in-
plane loading is defined as the second objective. Due to the direct contribution of in-plane stresses 
in through thickness resistive moments of a plate, higher in-plane stiffness (of specified thickness) 
leads to higher overall flexural stiffness as well [25]. However, a specific objective function may 
be defined to achieve particular flexural rigidity of interest.  
It is well known that the strain energy of the unit-cell under specified loading condition 
represents its relevant stiffness. The strain energy stored per volume of a finite element subjected 
to in-plane stress in x-y plane is theoretically defined as: 
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𝑈𝑉 =
1
2
(𝜎𝑥𝜀𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦𝜀𝑦 + 𝜏𝑥𝑦𝛾𝑥𝑦) (9) 
where {𝜎𝑥, 𝜎𝑦, 𝜏𝑥𝑦} and {𝜀𝑥, 𝜀𝑦, 𝛾𝑥𝑦} are corresponding in-plane stress and strain vectors, 
respectively. Now by prescribing the general stress state 𝜎 = 𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦 = 𝜏𝑥𝑦/√2  with symmetric 
shear and biaxial normal components uniformly throughout the unit-cell and with regard to linear 
elastic stress-strain relations, the Eq.(7) can be rewritten as: 
𝑈𝑉 = 𝜎
2 (
1 − 𝜈𝑒
𝐸𝑒
+
1
𝐺𝑒
) (10) 
where 𝐸𝑒 , 𝐺𝑒 and 𝜈𝑒 are the equivalent in-plane orthotropic elastic modulus, shear modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio of assumed square symmetric PhP unit-cell, respectively. Therefore the second 
objective function 2F  is defined as relative strain energy compliance of unit-cell based on its 
homogenized properties to be minimized: 
𝐹2 =
1
𝜖𝑠
((
1 − 𝜈𝑒
𝐸𝑒
) + (
1
𝐺𝑒
)) (11) 
where constant 𝜖s is  the compliance of pure solid background : 
𝜖s =  (
1 − 𝜈𝑠
𝐸𝑠
) + (
1
𝐺𝑠
) (12) 
The assumed relative magnitude of shear and normal stresses 𝜎𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦 = 𝜏𝑥𝑦/√2 leads to a 
stiffness objective which equally accounts for normal and shear compliances (first and second 
terms of Eq.(9), respectively). The standard numerical homogenization [26] is employed to define 
the equivalent elastic properties of PhP unit-cell and calculate 2F . Small pure shear and pure 
normal test strains of 0.001 are applied individually through periodic boundary conditions and the 
equivalent elastic properties are calculated based on volumetric average of stress field over the 
entire unit-cell.  
2.3. Multiobjective topology optimization problem and approach 
To explore porous PhP topology with maximized RBW and maximized effective in-plane 
stiffness (i.e. minimized compliance), the optimization problem is defined as: 
Maximize:  𝐹1|𝑗=6        (Eq. (8))  
   Minimize:  𝐹2                (Eq. (11)) (13) 
Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [27] is employed herein for this 
multiobjective topology optimization of problem. The original optimization algorithm used in the 
earlier study Hedayatrasa, Abhary [19] is employed with few improvements for more efficient 
fitness evaluation and topology evolution. 
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Generally, a relatively compliant material needs to be considered as void for optimization of 
porous media to maintain the continuity of design domain while avoiding singularities caused by 
zero density and zero stiffness [28]. The assumed compliance has to be sufficiently low for reliable 
evaluation of objective functions and sensitivity data. Although in a stochastic optimization like 
GA the design domain can be treated discretely and no sensitivity analysis is required, a compliant 
material is still usually assigned to the void regions. This is to avoid complexities associated with 
sole modeling of the solid region of randomly generated topologies and adopting the relevant 
boundary conditions, through a fast and efficient approach. However, in this research, the elements 
corresponding to the void regions of any candidate topology and relevant boundary conditions are 
removed in ANSYS APDL before FEM analysis. This approach significantly increases the 
computational performance of multiobjective fitness evaluation.  
Moreover, in the last finishing generations of optimization a random edge mutation is 
exclusively and solely applied to the design variables corresponding to the interfacial pixels of 
topology. Although the mutation exploits the design space for new designs, it may introduce 
undesirable checkerboards and isolated pixels. Hence a repair operation is also applied at this 
finishing stage, targeting randomly selected isolated pixels of topology (not randomly selected 
arbitrary pixel which is not necessarily isolated). In this way, the optimized Pareto front is more 
likely to converge to topologies with smoothed boundaries and minimized checkerboards unless 
some features persist in order to maintain the elitism of solution set.  
The optimization algorithm starts with a random binary population produced by random 
mutation of a fully solid unit-cell to initialize algorithm with likely connected topologies. The 
morphology of any candidate topology is assessed first and its objective function values are 
calculated only if the topology includes a valid segment. The valid segment must have face to face 
connection and touch the unit-cell’s boundary, which introduces a feasible connected porous 
structure. This unique valid section only (if any) is delivered for evaluation to avoid interruption 
made by virtual bandgaps of isolated segments. If the candidate topology has no bandgap then it 
is degraded by a very low fitness. The parent pool is generated through a tournament selection, 
and offspring population is produced by crossover operation and then mutated to retain the 
diversity of design space. The morphology of corresponding topologies is defined, and random 
objective mutation is performed to first fade out the disconnected segments and second remove 
checker boards. The disconnected segments are in fact randomly filtered by an increasing 
probability during optimization in order to gradually tune the focus of GA without compromising 
its diversity and randomness [19]. All individuals of offspring and current population are 
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accumulated and sorted based on non-dominated ranking and crowding distance. The new 
generation is filled by supreme candidates first based on their ranking and if necessary based on 
their crowding distance. The crowding distance is a measure for even distribution of individuals 
in any rank by avoiding solution clusters. Finally, the optimized solutions are located on the first 
non-dominated rank known as Pareto front.  
An initial population of size 200 is optimized for 150 generations. On average, each topology 
evaluation solution (including a modal band analysis over 15 discrete points along Brillouin zone 
border and a computational homogenization) takes around 10 seconds by a server computer with 
following specifications: Intel  Xeon CPU X5690 @ 3.47GHz 3.46GHz (2 CPUs) , 192 GB RAM.  
2.4. Pareto front and optimized topologies 
Among 143 dissimilar optimized PhP topologies obtained in the Pareto front, eight topologies 
are selected as shown in Figure 2(a) so that an adequate variety of topology modes across Pareto 
front are presented. The relevant Pareto front is shown in Figure 2(b) in which location of selected 
topologies T1-T8 in between two extremes is indicated. Relative elastic modulus 𝐸𝑟 = 𝐸𝑒/𝐸𝑠 and 
relative shear modulus 𝐺𝑟 = 𝐺𝑒/𝐺𝑠 are introduced to determine relative effective stiffness of 
topologies with respect to solid background. Figure 2(c) shows the variation of 𝐸𝑟 and 𝐺𝑟  in 
logarithmic scale and also effective Poisson’s ratio 𝜈𝑒 of selected optimized topologies. 
        
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 
(a) 
 
 
(b) (c) 
Figure 2: Topology optimization results for PhPs with aspect ratio 𝑎/ℎ = 10 (a) selected Pareto topologies, 
(b) Pareto front and relative location of selected topologies T1-T8, and (c) elastic properties of selected 
topologies 
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According to the results, as expected, the bandgap efficiency is degraded by increasing the 
structural stiffness of topology. The extreme topology T1 with highest RBW has maximum 
compliance, and the nearly extreme topology T8 with the lowest compliance among selected 
topologies has lowest RBW. The extreme topology with maximized stiffness is disregarded as it 
has no bandgap efficiency. It is noteworthy that there is no intermediate Pareto topology in 
between T6 and T7 with a significant jump in compliance. Based on  Figure 2, the sudden change 
in the construction of topology from T6 to T7 introduces considerable increase in relative shear 
modulus 𝐺𝑟 and effective Poisson’s ratio 𝜈𝑒 and slight increase in 𝐸𝑟 (i.e. much higher stiffness), 
even though the bandgap efficiency is negligibly degraded. The critical topology T7 has a few 
adjacent isolated pixels on boundaries. When modeling any topology pixel with a single linear 
finite element during optimization, the fitness of such design may be overestimated. However as 
discussed earlier, the obtained optimized topologies are adequately modelled with a refined mesh 
resolution of 96 × 96 for final analysis of Pareto front given in Figure 2(b,c).   
3. Experimental evaluation of selected optimized PhPs 
In this section experimental evaluation of produced PhP topologies is presented and discussed. 
Intermediate Pareto topologies T2 and T5 with dominant RBW and effective stiffness, 
respectively, are manufactured through water-jetting aluminum plates, and their calculated 
bandgap efficiency is experimentally validated. Moreover, the topology T6 is produced by laser 
cutting of a PMMA plate and its application for generating a collimated wave at specified 
frequency above bandgap is investigated and demonstrated. 
3.1. Water-jetted Aluminum PhPs  
Finite aluminum plates of thickness 2.5 mm and dimensions 500 × 400 mm are perforated 
by water-jetting equipment to make a central lattice array of 10 × 8 PhP cells with lattice 
periodicity of 25 mm as schematically shown in Figure 3(a) for topology T2. Orthogonal or 
diagonal dominant wave transmission from points E1 and E2, respectively, to the measurement 
point R2 can then be measured. The transmission of signal from E1 within the uniform plate and 
its resonation by PhP cells can also be measured at the point R1.  Slots are cut on the border of 
designed PhP plate to isolate excitation segments and preferably prevent the excitation to reach 
the whole uniform border. The steady state transmission contour of an orthogonal excitation at E1 
at bandgap frequency 15 kHz for PhP of topology T2 is presented in Figure 3(b) in logarithmic 
scale dB. The contour clarifies exponential wave attenuation throughout the PhP lattice, wave 
resonation at excitation segment and also presents how the slots prevent transmission of the wave 
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to the whole border. Water-jetted PhP plate of topology T2 and close view of water-jetted PhP cell 
of topology T2 and T5 are respectively shown in Figure 3(c), (d) and (e).  
 
𝑓 = 15 kHz 
 
 
 -110 dB                                                      0 
(a) (b)  
 
  
(c) (d)   (e)  
Figure 3 (a) PhP plate design and relative location of excitation points E1 and E2 and measurement points 
R1and R2, and illustration of irreducible Brillouin zone triangle ΓΧΜ ; (b) steady state displacement contour 
at bandgap frequency 𝑓 = 15 kHz applied on excitation point E1 , (c) water-jetted PhP plate of topology 
T2, (d) close view of water-jetted topology T2 and (e) topology T5; (plate thickness ℎ = 2.5 mm and unit-
cell width 𝑎 = 25 mm) 
Circular piezoelectric transducers (PZT) bonded to the top surface of plates with Phenyl 
Salicylate (Salol) are used to excite and measure plate waves. PZT with diameter of 20 mm is 
used for excitation and PZTs with diameter of 10 mm, which also fit on the central solid section 
of PhP unit-cell at R2, are used for measuring transmitted signals.  The measured signals are then 
recorded with a high-resolution 24-bit acquisition card (NI9234) at a sampling frequency of 
50 kHz in order to obtain an adequate evaluation of the wave amplitude decay for low-frequency 
bandgap (up to 25 kHz).  The wave signals are also recorded by an oscilloscope with a 16-bit 
acquisition card at a sampling frequency of 1 MHz. This allows the investigation of transmission 
properties in a wider frequency range (up to 250 kHz). The frequency spectra are then calculated 
𝟏 𝐜𝐦 𝟏 𝐜𝐦 
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using fast Fourier transform (FFT) and are normalized to the highest transmission amplitude 
measured at point R2. The obtained spectra have been averaged over 20 measurements to improve 
the signal-to-noise ratio. 
A logarithmic frequency sweep excitation voltage 𝑉 is first applied with amplitude of 𝑉0 = 100 V 
, starting from 𝑓0 = 100 Hz to 𝑓1 = 30 kHz over sweep time of   𝑡1 = 1 s: 
𝑉 = 𝑉0cos (2𝜋𝑓0𝛽
𝑡𝑡) (14) 
so that the coefficient 𝛽 = (𝑓1/𝑓0)
1/𝑡1. This logarithmic sweep enables adequate excitation of low 
frequencies compared with a linear sweep. The relevant spectrum of transmitted wave from 
excitation point E1 to the measurement points R1and R2 in PhP of topology T2 are presented in 
Figure 4(a) up to 25 kHz. The transmission spectrum of exited signal from excitation point E2 to 
the measurement point R2 is also presented in Figure 4(c) for topology T2. Similarly, the 
transmission spectra of topology T5 are presented in Figure 4(d) and (f) for excitation from E1 and 
E2, respectively. The calculated modal band structure of relevant topologies are also depicted in 
Figure 4(b) and (d) for comparison with the experimentally obtained transmission spectrum. 
In the modal band structures, the asymmetric and symmetric wave modes are presented by 
dash and solid lines, respectively. Symmetric shear horizontal (SHS) and asymmetric shear 
horizontal (SHA) modes are highlighted by bold dots to be discerned from symmetric (S) and 
asymmetric (A) Lamb modes. This is determined based on the relevant mode shapes of PhP unit-
cell. The spectra clearly confirm the high attenuation of transmission to R2 and resonated 
transmission from E1to R1 within calculated bandgap frequency. The wave transmission from E2 
to R2 is also very similar. Comparison of the bandgap efficiency and modal band structure of 
topologies T2 and T5 confirms the lower RBW of stiffer topology T5 due to narrower bandwidth 
at higher frequency range. Better attenuation level of compliant topology T2 is also evident due to 
its quite flat dip within bandgap. In all cases, the transmission within bandgap reached the noise 
level of the test setup. 
For both topologies, the transmission drops at lower frequency just above asymmetric lamb 
mode A0 and its resonated branch, despite adequate excitation in the relevant frequency range as 
evidenced by the spectrum of R1. This discrepancy explains the fact that the fundamental modes 
S0, SHS0 and SHA0 are not adequately triggered at a measurable level through applied excitations. 
In fact, the symmetric omnidirectional excitations induced by circular PZT cannot stimulate shear 
horizontal modes and particular PZTs are needed for this purpose, e.g. square PZT design 
introduced by Zhou, Li [29]. As for the S0 mode, the shortest wavelength corresponding to the 
frequency 25 kHz (with calculated phase velocity of 5413 m/s in the uniform aluminum plate of 
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thickness 2.5 mm) is 216 mm which is much larger than the attached PZT diameter of 20 mm. 
Thus the S0 mode may not be excited at a measurable level in such situation [30].  
Pareto Topology T2 
   
(a) Excitation on E1 (b) (c) Excitation on E2 
Pareto Topology T5 
   
(d) Excitation on E1 (e) (f) Excitation on E2 
Figure 4 Experimental evaluation of PhP topologies (a-c) T2 and (d-f) T5 subjected to frequency sweep 
excitation; (a,d) power spectrum transmitted from excitation point E1 to measurement points R1 and R2 ; 
(b,e) calculated modal band structure, and (c,f) power spectrum transmitted from excitation point E2 to 
measurement points R2 
To investigate the competency of PhP specimens in the time domain, Gaussian white noise 
with amplitude of 𝑉0 = 100 V is applied further as the excitation signal. Such random excitation 
enables simultaneous broad band excitation of guided waves with uniform energy distribution over 
the frequency domain. The overall power spectrum of an excitation time of 100 ms and also the 
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Gabor wavelet time-frequency spectra of transmitted wave during the initial 6 ms interval are then 
calculated as shown in Figure 5.  
Topology T2 
 
 
 
           (a) (b) (c) 
Topology T5 
 
 
 
          (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 5 Experimental evaluation of  PhP topologies (a-c) T2 and (d-f) T5 subjected to Gaussian white 
noise excitation at excitation point E1 ; (a,d) power spectrum of measured transmission to measurement 
points R1 and R2 up to 25 kHz, (b,e) calculated modal band structure, and (c,f) normalized Gabor wavelet 
spectrum of measured transmission to R2 during first 6 ms interval 
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The Gabor wavelet transform reveals the time domain gradient of the spectrum. All spectra 
are normalized by the maximum transmission to the measurement point R2, and wavelet spectrum 
contours are limited to −60 dB for more clarity. The same trend of transmission attenuation as 
obtained for frequency sweep excitation (Figure 4) is observable for white noise excitation. The 
Gabor wavelet transmission spectra given in Figure 5(c) and (f) for topologies T2 and T5, 
respectively, specifically present the arrival of excited wave and its attenuation in measurement 
point R2. 
Toplogy T2 
  
(a) R1 (b) R2 
Topology T5 
  
(d) R1 (e) R2 
Figure 6 Normalized Gabor wavelet spectra of transmitted Gaussian white noise from excitation point E1 
to the measurement points (a,d) R1 and (b,e) R2 in PhP plate of Pareto topology T2 (top) and Pareto 
topology T5 (bottom) over excitation time of 100 ms 
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Long term wavelet spectra are further presented in Figure 6 for both measurement points 
R1and R2 during 100 ms. The resonated transmission of wave from PhP to the point R1 and steady 
state bandgap efficiency of PhPs within bandgap are well confirmed. It is worth mentioning that 
wavelet spectrum contours of measurement points R1and R2 have different limits as both have 
been normalized to the maximum transmission to R2. 
Broadband transmission spectra of excited white noise up to 250 kHz are also calculated and 
evaluated with modal band structures of relevant topologies. As for the results concerning topology 
T2 presented in Figure 7(a-c), the dispersion curves reveal four additional bandgaps above the 
optimized bandgap, at around 60,  100, 160 and 230 kHz. The obtained spectra (Figure 7(a,c)) 
indicate a drop in the transmission up to 60 dB, confirming the presence of additional bandgaps. 
However, despite adequate broadband excitation observed by transmission spectrum of point 
R2(Figure 7(a)), frequency ranges other than calculated complete bandgaps are also attenuated. 
Accordingly, the bunch of modes within 100-150 kHz confined by two complete bandgaps and 
the asymmetric mode below 200 kHz is not excited to a measurable level. Of course, minor peaks 
are visible around 125 kHz in frequency spectra of Figure 7(a) and (d), which may explain better 
excitation of relevant asymmetric modes shown in Figure 7(b).  
According to the broadband modal band structure of topology T5 given in Figure 7(e), four 
additional bandgaps exist above the optimized bandgap; two tiny bandgaps around 55 and 240 
kHz and two wider ones around 135 and 200 kHz. There is a minor trace of tiny bandgap around 
55 kHz in the spectra, while the calculated gap around 135 kHz can be clearly observed in the 
transmission spectra of Figure 7(d) and (f) with attenuation level of up to -60 dB. A considerable 
gap is also visible around 165 kHz due to lower transmission of relevant modes. The gap around 
200 kHz has a relatively low attenuation, instead, inadequate excitation of higher modes has led 
to a deeper gap on the upside. Similarly, filtration efficiency of the narrow gap around 240 kHz is 
faded by the low transmission of higher modes. Comparing the modal band structure of topologies 
T2 and T5, reveals the higher overall bandgap efficiency of compliant topology T2. The relevant 
transmission spectra also confirm much higher filtration efficiency of T2 under applied excitation.  
Classifying the high order modes of band structure based on their mode shapes to recognize 
shear dominant modes from Lamb modes is not as easy as low order modes. However, the adequate 
excitation and measurement of desired frequency range through implemented test setup is firmly 
validated by the transmission spectrum of measurement point R1. Consequently, the only argument 
which may justify wider and additional bandgaps observed for both topologies is the mismatch 
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between excited oscillations and the required filed for stimulating relevant modes. This mismatch 
leads to negligible excitation of modes generally below the measurable limits. 
Topology T2 
 
 
 
             (a) (b) (c) 
Topology T5 
 
 
 
              (d) (e) (f) 
Figure 7 Broad band experimental evaluation of  PhP topologies (a-c) T2 and (d-f) T5 subjected to Gaussian 
white noise excitation at excitation point E1 ; (a,d) power spectrum of measured transmission to 
measurement points R1 and R2 up to 250 kHz, (b,e) calculated modal band structure, and (c,f) normalized 
Gabor wavelet spectrum of measured transmission to R2 during first 6 ms interval 
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3.2. Laser cut PMMA PhP  
To investigate the wave steering functionality of achieved porous PhPs, Pareto topology T6 
(Figure 2) is alternatively selected and manufactured through laser cutting of a PMMA plate as 
shown in Figure 8.  PMMA plate with thickness 2 mm, mass density 𝜌𝑠 = 1180 kg/m
3, Poisson’s 
ratio 𝜈𝑠 = 0.34 and dynamic elastic modulus 𝐸𝑠 = 6.5 GPa is used.  
 
Figure 8 Close view of manufactured PhP of topology T6 through laser cutting of a 2 mm thick PMMA 
plate 
The calculated modal band structure of T6 with PMMA base material is shown in Figure 9(a) 
including a complete bandgap in the frequency range 9.2 − 12.8 kHz. The focus of this research 
is to study the possibility to use selected PhP topology for self-collimation at frequencies above 
bandgap through asymmetric wave modes A and B marked in Figure 9(a). 
 
  
 
-1                                       1 
   
  -0.42                                  1 
M1  (𝑎 = 𝜆) M2 (𝑎 = 0.5𝜆) 
 
  
 
  -1                                        1 
 
  -1                                       1 
M3 (𝑎 = 𝜆) M4 (𝑎 = 0.5𝜆) 
 
  (a) (b)  
Figure 9 (a) Modal band structure of Pareto topology T6 for unit-cell width 𝑎 = 20 mm and PMMA base 
material, (b) side view of mode shapes corresponding to the points M1,  M2,  M3 and M4 marked on the 
modal band structure concerning Brillouin zone border ΓΧ (Figure 1) and relevant wave length 𝜆 compared 
to the unit-cell width 𝑎; contours show normalized transversal displacement in z-axis 
𝟏 𝐜𝐦 
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For this purpose, the nature of these modal branches is first analyzed by extracting a few mode 
shapes corresponding to e.g. ΓΧ border of Brillouin zone. Mode shapes of points M1 and M3 at Γ 
with wave vector  𝐤 = [0 0] , and points M2 and M4 at Χ with wave vector 𝐤 = [𝜋/𝑎 0] are 
calculated. The side view of relevant mode shapes along x-axis and in z-x plane are shown in 
Figure 9(b) presenting the normalized contour of transversal displacement 𝑤 in z-axis. The mode 
shapes of both modes at Γ (i.e. 𝐤 = [0 0]) reveal a complete wave length 𝜆 along the unit-cell 
width 𝑎 in x-axis. Consequently, modes A and B are resonated modes folded back into the first 
Brillion zone under prescribed periodic boundary condition, and the mode shapes of M1 and M3 
correspond to the actual wave vector 𝐤 = [2𝜋/𝑎 2𝜋/𝑎] outside first Brillouin zone. The mode 
shapes also explain the dominant bending and torsional deformation nature of asymmetric modes 
A and B, respectively. So it is expected that symmetric omnidirectional excitation induced by a 
circular PZT, dominantly excite bending mode A. 
The EFCs of the modes A and B at frequencies 14, 15 and 16 kHz by considering Bloch-
Floquet periodic boundary condition are first calculated as shown in Figure 10(a-c) inside Brillouin 
zone. As already shown by Figure 9(b), these modes are folded into the first Brillouin zone. To 
clarify, the actual unfolded EFCs are also presented in Figure 10(d-f) with thick solid lines, and 
their periodicity in the PhP lattice is highlighted through thin dash lines. Basically, the shape of  
EFC profile is the same because it is linearly mapped from first Brillouin zone space 𝐤 ∈ [0, 𝜋/𝑎]2 
into a higher space 𝐤 ∈ [𝜋/𝑎, 2𝜋/𝑎]2, taking into account the fact that shifting from 0 to 𝜋/𝑎 
corresponds to 2𝜋/𝑎 to 𝜋/𝑎. However, the difference is in the interpretation of EFCs. For example, 
the EFCs in the actual wave vector space given in Figure 10(e) show almost concave wave front 
of both modes at 15 kHz while the Figure 10(b) is opposite. Of course the central flat section 
remains the same at both presentations.  
It is well known that the vector of group velocity in lattice plane x-y at specified frequency 𝜔 
can be defined as  𝐂𝐠 = [∂ω/ ∂𝑘𝑥 ∂ω/ ∂𝑘𝑦 ] which is apparently normal to the EFC. According 
to the Figure 10 the wave propagation characteristic of topology T6 is highly sensitive to the 
frequency around 15 kHz. At 14 kHz mode A with concave EFC is converging and mode B with 
convex EFC is diverging (Figure 10(d)), and vice versa at 16 kHz (Figure 10(f)). But, at 15 kHz 
both modes are converging with almost concave EFCs and a flat section in the middle (Figure 
10(e)). These flat sections of the EFCs stand for flat wave fronts which confine the energy flow 
along the normal vectors as shown in Figure 10(e) for the upper half space. 
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             𝑓 = 14 kHz               𝑓 = 15 kHz               𝑓 = 16 kHz 
   
          (a)             (b)             (c) 
   
         (d)         (e)          (f) 
Figure 10 Calculated EFCs of topology T6 with PMMA base material at frequencies (a,d) 14 kHz, (b,e) 
15 kHz and (c,f) 16 kHz on the upper side of bandgap; (a-c) folded periodic EFC in irreducible Brillouin 
zone, (d-f) actual EFC outside irreducible Brillouin zone (solid lines) and its periodicity in PhP lattice (dash 
lines) 
In order to investigate the functionality of calculated EFCs of topology T6, a 15 × 6 array of this 
topology, each 𝑎 = 20 mm wide, is perforated in a rectangular plate of dimensions 600 ×
420 mm and thickness 2 mm, as shown in Figure 11(a). The produced PhP plate is presented in 
Figure 11(b). The middle-bottom cell of the PhP array is left unperforated to attach a PZT of 20 
mm diameter for excitation (Figure 11(a)). A 3-cycle sinusoid windowed with Hanning function 
is then applied at central frequency of 15 kHz for dominant excitation of this frequency.  Then the 
rectangular area above the PhP section shown in Figure 11(b) is scanned by LDV. The transmitted 
signal is recorded in a regular xy-grid and the snapshots of recorded amplitude are defined over 
the whole scanned area to visualize relevant wave front.  The snap shots of wave transmission 
throughout scanned area after 600, 700 and 750  𝜇𝑠 from excitation time are presented in Figure 
12. 
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                             (a) (b) 
Figure 11 (a) Designed PhP plate of Pareto topology T6 and dimensions, and (b) produced PhP plate 
through laser cutting of a PMMA plate of thickness 2 mm with  reflective tape attached to the area to be 
scanned by LDV  
The snapshots clearly show arrival and propagation of two rays of the wave with concave 
wave front into the uniform plate area corresponding to the EFC calculated at frequency 15 kHz 
shown in Figure 10(e). The two asymmetric modes A and B shown in the EFC of 15 kHz (Figure 
10(e)) are parallel, and have slightly different wave vectors and so propagation speeds. Thus the 
distinction between modes A and B from the propagated wavefront throughout the scanned area 
is difficult. However, as mentioned earlier, dominant excitation of Mode A with bending 
deformation (Figure 9(b)) is expected through implemented PZTs.  Although the applied tone-
burst includes dominant excitation of waves with a central frequency of 15 kHz, other frequencies 
around 15 kHz with significantly different EFCs (Figure 10) are also excited and contribute to the 
observed wavefront. Nonetheless, the snapshots of the measured wavefront are in good agreement 
with the calculated EFC at 15 kHz. 
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(a) 𝑡 = 600 μs 
 
(b) 𝑡 = 700 μs 
                                    
(c) 𝑡 = 750 μs 
Figure 12 Snapshots of wave propagation from PhP section into uniform plate area subjected to windowed 
tone-burst with central frequency of 15 kHz and presence of concave wavefronts corresponding to the 
calculated EFCs of this frequency shown in Figure 10(e) 
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4. Conclusion 
Porous PhPs were optimized through a multiobjective optimization and the degradation of 
structural stiffness by increasing relative bandgap efficiency was shown across Pareto front. Two 
topologies from the stiff and compliant regimes of Pareto front were then selected, and their 
relative bandgap efficiency was experimentally verified.   
Water-jetted aluminum PhPs were subjected to frequency sweep excitation and low frequency 
wide complete bandgaps of plate waves were observed according to the calculated modal band 
structures. The steady state bandgap efficiency of finite PhP subjected to random white noise 
excitation was also shown through Gabor wavelet spectrums of transmitted signal. Moreover, the 
excellent attenuation order of bandgaps was confirmed by almost flat power spectrum of 
transmitted signal at the noise level. As expected, the stiffer topology exhibited narrower bandgap 
at slightly higher frequency range with relatively lower attenuation.  
Since the lower side of optimized bandgaps is confined by fundamental shear horizontal mode 
and fundamental symmetric Lamb wave mode, the implemented PZTs were not able to adequately 
excite them to a measurable level. Therefore, the measured bandgaps were wider, in the lower 
side, and expanded down to the frequency level corresponding to fundamental asymmetric Lamb 
wave mode, as confirmed by calculated modal band structures.  
An optimized topology was also manufactured by laser cutting of a PMMA plate and its 
performance in self-collimation and focusing of asymmetric wave modes on the upper side of 
bandgap was verified. A sinusoidal tone-burst was applied to the designed PhP and the propagation 
pattern of the wave in the uniform plate area was scanned by LDV. The snapshots of wavefront 
were in good agreement with calculated equal frequency contours of the relevant topology. 
Overall, this paper presented a successful topology optimization and experimental evaluation 
of stiff porous PhPs. The measured bandgap and wave fronts of manufactured specimens were in 
great agreement with calculated dispersion properties. The only discrepancy observed in the lower 
side of bandgaps was because of inadequate excitation of relevant guided wave modes as 
discussed.   
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